Civil War Command And Strategy
Civil War Command And Strategy: The Process Of Victory And Defeat [Archer Jones] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Compares the wartime strategies of the high command of the Union and Confederate Armies

Civil War Command And Strategy: The Process Of Victory And ...
Civil War Command and Strategy. CIVIL WAR COMMAND AND STRATEGY is a work which will appeal to a variety of publics: students of military matters, devotees of the conflict, and general readers interested primarily in history or in the operations of large, complex organizations, whether they be Civil War armies or modern corporations.

Civil War Command And Strategy Analysis - eNotes.com
Civil War Command And Strategy: The Process Of Victory And Defeat. In this comparative history of Union & Confederate command & strategy, Jones shows us how the Civil War was actually conducted. In this comparative history of Union & Confederate command & strategy, Jones shows us how the Civil War was actually conducted.

Civil War Command And Strategy - Goodreads
Civil War command and strategy: the process of victory and defeat User Review - Not Available - Book Verdict. In this masterful reappraisal of the Civil War commanders and the effectiveness of their strategies for attaining victory, Jones forcefully develops the revisionist concepts about Civil War leadership ... Read full review

Civil War Command And Strategy - Google Books
The Art of War in the Western World, 1987) expands on the major ideas in his essay in Gabor S. Boritt's Why the Confederacy Lost. One reason why the war was so protracted, he says, was that the antagonists were so evenly matched: "With sophisticated tactics, logistics, and strategy adapted to the industrial revolution and low population density ..."

CIVIL WAR COMMAND AND STRATEGY - Kirkus Reviews
Civil War leaders often spoke of military policy when today we would speak of military strategy or operations, depending upon the context. To pursue their goals in wartime, states tap their economic, political, and diplomatic resources and capabilities, as well as their military ones.

Civil War Strategy 1861-1865 - Essential Civil War Curriculum
The Union strategy addressed all three of Clausewitz’s “trinity” of bases for a state to maintain a war effort—the army, government, and people—while wrecking the Confederacy’s passion, creativity, and reason—the Prussian theorist’s “first trinity” of motivations for a people at war.

Union Success in the Civil War and Lessons for Strategic ... In fact, numerous Civil War strategy games are based on these very strategies and some types of battle reenactments, such as tactical battles or tactical events, use these strategies to try to defeat their opponents in recreations of the battles.

What Were the Major Strategies of the Civil War? - Civil ...